Liquid Leak Sensor

Quick Detection
for the variety of Liquid,
even low viscosity,
Comfortable and Safety
Job availability

Series
CE Mark Compliance
UL Recognized Products
EU-RoHS Compliance

RS-3000/3500 series have been developed for detecting liquid leakage with its
versatile photoelectric principle. Adding to our conventional RS-1000 and RS-2000
series, RS-3000/3500 expand its ability to enable even lower viscosity liquids by its
new design of the sensing area allowing wider space for reaching the liquid far inside
of detecting point of the sensor.

.

RS-3000/3500 series can provide wide range of the application for variety of liquids,
such as acids, alkalis, organic liquids, mixtures for any kinds, and for small or large
volume of liquid leakage at a time, or spreading out as an accidental situation.
RS-3000/3500 series give versatile layout design by its space-saving compact size
and artificial design. The vertical space required in place has been reduced a lot.
RS-3000/3500 series include a new sophisticated control unit of RS-3000C/3500C for
its convenient connector wirings features with the power supply, one output relay
contact which is controlled as the logical OR system with all the connected inputs.

FEATURES:
¾
Quick detection for low viscosity liquid, like a certain coolants for circulation system.
¾

Output of the control unit is NC contact of relay, which is kept ‘ON’ during the signal is no
liquid detection and the sensing device works well.

This output feature makes fit with

fail-safe architecture.
¾

Compact in size of the control unit, and its connector wiring feature helps easier and
reliable wiring job.

¾

The Control unit has DIN rail installation device without auxiliary separate parts.

¾

RS-3000/3500 series also provide diagnostic feature, as alarming its wrong position of a
detection units, or wiring cut between the sensor unit.

This alarm, same as the leakage

alarm, makes the operator to find the failure position at the system immediately and
correctly.

Specification
Detection Unit

RS-3000FA
with Bracket P/N-6440

RS-3000FAP
with Bracket P/N-6430

Detection Unit can be used either with a Control Unit, or without it as a standalone application.

Control Unit

RS-3000C

The Buzzer Leak Sensor of RS-3000FAP-BZ and RS-3500FAP-BZ are also fit with this controller
For details, please refer to the brochure of the Buzzer Alarm sensor separately.
*The applicable connector to the Unit is “e-CON” compatible, P/N XN2A-1430, Omron.

Model and Dimensions (length: mm)
Detection Unit

●

RS-3000FA/RS-3000FAP

●

RS-3500FA/RS-3500FAP

RS-3000FA/FAP and RS-3500FA/FAP are the same size and shape to the above drawing.

Control Unit

● RS-3000C
● RS-3500C

RS-3000C and RS-3500C are the same size and shape to the above drawing.

Bracket

● P/N-6440(PVC)

● P/N-6430(PVC)

● P/N-6716 (stainless steel)
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Buzzer Alarm
Liquid Leak Sensor
Buzzer alarms liquid leakage
to enable a swift and clear
treatment at correct point

Sound
Alarm
Featured
In a complex and large factory,
“Sound” saves time for locating
where the leakage happens.

Sensor Body

Features
*RS-3000/RS-3500 FAP-BZ detects leak of
almost every kind of liquid by
optical-electrical method
*Either standalone use, or interfaced with a
Control Unit is available by choice for
application to the same Detection Unit
*The case material of Detection Unit is
featured by PFA, resisting against
corrosive liquids or atmosphere, and
complete water-protected feature of sound
loud hole is fabricated

Bracket
(P/N-6720B)

Bracket

Specification

Outlooks
Detection Unit

Top View

Bottom View

Side View

Bracket

Bracket

(PVC)

(stainless steel)
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